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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 164 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.4in.Living with guilt is the
worst feeling in the world. . . . Ley Moore (now Jared) and Willie Ramsey were teenage sweethearts,
bound to marry and start a new life together; but, they lived in two different states. She in New York
and he in New Jersey. They both had to, constantly sneak away to see the other behind their
parents back and without permission. Until, Willie stopped coming around leading Ley to believe he
did not want her anymore. Left feeling lonely, she let herself be seduced by another young guy,
Andrew Jared, becoming pregnant at 17. Being a pregnant teenager was considered taboo back
then (well according to her old fashioned parents) and made to marry the father of her unborn
child leaving everything behind including her heart. Now at 46, a career woman, wife, and mother
of two adult sons, she still carries the guilt of leaving her relationship with Willie open-ended. Living
in Georgia, she embarks in a search, to find her childhood love to explain the circumstances that
led her to marry...
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It in a single of my favorite pdf. Yes, it is engage in, still an amazing and interesting literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you
begin to read the book.
-- Dr . K eeley Windler-- Dr . K eeley Windler

This pdf is fantastic. It is really basic but excitement from the fi y percent in the book. Your lifestyle span will be change as soon as you full reading this
publication.
-- Yola nda  Nicola s-- Yola nda  Nicola s
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